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About This Software

Reach out and touch your Plex Movies and TV in VR with Plevr.

  **Requires Vive or Oculus Touch and a Plex account**

Features:

• Built for Comfort - easily reposition yourself and the screen (even lying down), and make the screen as big as you want
(think IMAX)

• Full Plex Support - video resume, On Deck, Recently Added, video transcoding, remote servers, multi-section support (NEW
in v1.1), subtitle support (NEW in v1.1)

• Friends' Content - full access to the libraries of Plex friends
• 3D Video - automatically plays both Side-by-Side and Over-Under correctly, through either filenaming or video frame

analysis (NEW in v1.1)
• Voice Search - search for titles like "Star Wars" across all libraries with just your voice
• YouTube/Vimeo Support - supports Plex's Watch Later feature, including 3D videos

• Simple Controls - use a single controller as your remote, even for system volume
• Environment Support - black void, space, skyscraper roof and luxury apartment

• Widget Support - don't lose track of time with the movable digital clock
• Room-Scale Support - walk along the rows of your Plex library
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Coming Soon:

• 360 video support
• More environments

• More widgets
• So much more...
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plex vr oculus. plevritis lab

The tutorial Is a little slow for anyone with actual quad experience, but great for noobs IMO!

With the loading glitch solved- TY TY MITTEhs! - this sim rocks.

you need to tweak the settings a little if you're shoting for pure realism, but its definitely better than DRL out of the box physics-
wise and absolutely destroys it Graphics-wise.

the track builder works GREAT , really cant wait till i try out building some tracks in some more varied terrain!

So i went back and screwedd around in the 'learn to fly' 'final test' map and played for another 20 minutes or so.

it works great now!!

100% recommend, especialy with how quick the devs got on issues!. Super trippy and super difficult, however, it is actually
realistic to become good at.
I recommend getting it as soon as it goes on sale, I bought it for 50% off at $3.99. replay the same level many times to get to the
next level? no.. In Adorables you can play with 3 fully customizable cute characters in 6 different game types: soccer, beach
ball, CTF, Last Adorable Standing, ice hockey and mummy. Play against your friends, collect coins, customize your characters
and win the Tournament or the World Tour modes. Adorables offer a lots of fun for you, don't miss it! But beware, it's very
addictive!. I'd been wanting to learn Carcassone for a while, and even had an older android version of it through a Humble
Bundle, but since I don't play mobile much, I never got around to it. Thankfully, this Steam edition does a great job of teaching
you the rules, and has everything I would ask for in a digital version of a board game. Everything is laid out in an easy-to-
understand way, and it's all pretty intutive. The presentation is cute and I love the little 3D models of the buildings. The AI is
good and even the Easy AI is engaging and makes you think to have to win. They also include a lot of nice Quality of Life stuff
like being able to see what fields you control. Carcassone is a fun game and it definitely benefits from having a computer take
care of the scoring for you.

The most pleasing part of this package is the cross-platform multiplayer. This is a huge deal for any digital board game, as it
means that the playerbase won't be split between different versions of the game. I think this should be a standard feature of any
board game adaptation and I'm certainly glad to see it here.

The only minor complaint I have is that you can't rotate the camera manually. There's not really any practical need to and the
existing cameras are fine, but it does feel a bit stiff/restrictive compared to something like Tabletop Sim, where you can look at
the game from any angle. This is a small gripe though, and overall I think Asmodee did a great job with this game.. Once again,
I wish there was a "maybe" option. The reason I gave it a thumbs down is the way the game is marketed.

"Build your own town and make heaps of money in this addictive strategy game. Construct an idyllic neighborhood with plenty
of houses and keep your residents happy by providing all services they need, and they will reward you with a tidy profit."

While that statement is completely true, it gives the impression the game is a city builder and a lot of the reviews below are
calling it a city builder, but it's not.

Townopolis is a cross between a puzzle game and a time management game. The theme might be construction, but the game is
about figuring out the optimal arrangement of your buildings to achieve the goals each level sets you. There is no sprawling map
or freedom to build. You are provided with a small map consisting of tiles. Some you can build on, some you can clear and then
build on, others can't be built on (factories etc.) and\/or cause negative happiness to the neighbouring tiles. You want to keep the
residents happy, and every building type has positive or negative effects to those in the neighbouring tiles.

Now that is out of the way. I bought the game because it was cheap and I love city builders. To that end, I was disappointed. The
game, however, is simple to learn, isn't very complex, there is no resource gathering other than waiting for rent to arrive, and if
you like puzzle games and approach it as such, it's very casual but worth checking out.
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The only real negative I had was the frequency buildings broke down. As soon as you get to 8 or more buildings, it seems one or
two of them start breaking down at random every few seconds, so you have to frantically repair each of them manually and the
game just becomes about time management at that point. Not to mention how annoying the break down sound effect is, when
you are hearing it every 3 or 4 seconds.

It's cheap, it's casual, it can be fun, but buy it because it's a puzzle game, not a city builder, and you'll avoid disappointment..
Sweet music for a really sad game. It's a good way to support the devs as the "game" itself is free. :). Lot's of options, so you can
do basically anything you want to any picture.. gearbgaergb. I don't usually comment on games but this is the best money I've
spent on a game in a long time! It's an absolute no brainer of a game, where you can have fun unleashing all sorts of absolute
carnage on the poor fella that simply wanted a cupcake for some simple lab experiments.

I'll give Happy Room 4.5 out of 5 rating only because I want it to be moddable so I can upload the face images from my phone
contacts to the dummy models. };>
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The gameplay is fast-paced and addictive where you feel a sense of urgency at all times. AI needs some work but i'm sure that
will come in time, but even so at $3 this game is absolute steal. I highly recomend this game!. The amount of content in this
DLC is pretty good and the addition of more awesome units like elephants and elite troops really makes the game alot funner.
The new game modes are really nice addition especially the new campaign. The naval aspects have also been fleshed out.
However, there are still a number of bugs with the ships and missions which I'm hoping get fixed in later updates. Overall, the
expanded map and campaign modes make it worth the while.. i play this game when im angry.this game make me calm down..
was really hoping something good but ı hated it. coulnt play more than 1/2 hour. it was not challenging, it was to dull to play, no
design no nothing. shame. Great scenery. Crashes when on approachto Toronto Pearson. claims I have run out of memory. I
have 81 mg not being used.. The story is 10/10, so far!
Characters are amazing,funny and wierd.

Money well spent.. One of the two Putt-Putt games (other than the balloons one) that I plyaed again and again as a kid.

Playing fast and loose with the fabric of space and time is fun and exciting! You can even do some time-travelling of your own
when you replay the game to experience the the different puzzles.

Meet a bunch of lovable dinosaurs!

...When I go to the museum in the future, I see pictures of them... That's all that's left... I still hear their voices... I reset the game
to see them again, but... It feels wrong... If I turn the game off, I am faced with the realization that I will also meet this fate.... ok
its an old game and was never a block buster, but for £2 on the steam sale it's worth buying to fill the time between better
games. I only recommend this on those terms. In all other situations, I wouldn't bother.. Fun game based off of a nice gimmick.
This wont keep you playing for a while, but its a nice concept and could have been better with some story elements similar to
Shenmue for dreamcast \/ Xbox.
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